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ABSTRACT

Context. NGC 205 is a peculiar dwarf elliptical galaxy hosting in its center a population of young blue stars. Their origin is still matter
of debate, the central fresh star formation activity possibly being related to dynamical interactions between NGC 205 and M 31.
Aims. The star formation history in the central 30 (∼120 pc) around the NGC 205 central nucleus is investigated in order to obtain
clues to the origin of the young stellar population.
Methods. Deep HST/ACS CCD photometry is compared with theoretical isochrones and luminosity functions to characterize the
stellar content of the region under study and compute the recent SF rate.
Results. Our photometry reveals a previously undetected blue plume of young stars clearly distinguishable down to I  26. Our
analysis suggests that 1.9 × 105 M were produced between approximately 62 Myr and 335 Myr ago in the NGC 205 inner regions,
with a latest minor episode occurring ∼25 Myr ago. This implies a star formation rate of ∼7 × 10−4 M /yr over this period.
Conclusions. The excellent fit of the observed luminosity function of young main sequence stars obtained with a model having a
constant star formation rate argues against a tidally triggered star formation activity over the last ∼300 Myr. Rather, a constant SF
may be consistent with NGC 205 being on its first interaction with M 31.
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1. Introduction
NGG 205 is one of the brightest (MV = –16.6 Mateo 1998) M 31
satellites and is a peculiar nucleated dwarf elliptical galaxy. It
hosts a fairly complex stellar content. Color-magnitude diagrams
and time series revealed the presence in NGC 205 of RR Lyrae
and carbon stars, i.e. both old and intermediate age stars as
well as sequences of asymptotic and red giant branch stars
(AGB/RGB, Sharina et al. 2006; Richer et al. 1984; Davidge
2003, 2005). Lee (1996) broadly summarized the NGC 205 star
formation (SF) history.
The presence of a population of bright blue stars in the most
central region of NGC 205 has been known since the early studies (Hodge 1973, and references therein) on this galaxy and
is an unusual characteristic for a dwarf elliptical1 . Cappellari
et al. (1999, hereafter C99) revealed that many of the brightest
blue sources classified as very young stars (Peletier 1993) were
in fact multiple systems, clusters or star associations. Davidge
(2003, hereafter D03), studying the population of Asymptotic
Giant Branch (AGB) stars, noted that multiple episodes of SF
may have occurred in the most central regions (see also Bica
et al. 1990; Lee 1996) with a time spacing compatible with
the putative NGC 205 orbital period (Cepa & Beckman 1988).
Therefore, tidal interactions with M 31 could have triggered the
latest episodes of SF. Indeed, evidence of past dynamical interactions of NGC 205 with its bright companion has been accumulating over the years (McConnachie et al. 2004; Geha et al. 2006;
De Rijcke et al. 2006) and residual gas (Welch et al. 1998) and
1
On the other hand, young nuclear clusters seem relatively frequent in
nucleated dwarfs (Rossa et al. 2006).

dust (Marleau et al. 2006) have also been detected in NGC 205
(see also Davidge 2005).
However, in spite of the great interest in the recent star
formation history in the innermost region of this galaxy, previous attempts to directly analyze the young Main Sequence
population have been unsuccessful, likely due to the extreme degree of crowding aﬀecting the region of interest
(Butler & Martínez-Delgado 2005). Here we use the exceptional
spatial resolution of the Advanced Camera for Survey (ACS) on
board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to derive accurate stellar photometry in the circum-nuclear region of NGC 205, resolving for the first time the young Main Sequence (MS) population
down to I  26.

2. Data reduction
The inner 29 × 26 around the central nucleus of NGC 205
were imaged using the ACS high resolution channel (HRC) and
retrieved from the archive through the MAST web interface2 .
At the distance of NGC 205 (824 kpc, see McConnachie et al.
2005), the observed field of view corresponds to about 120 pc.
The data were obtained during Cycle 11 (program 9448, PI L.
Ferrarese). F555W and F814W frames were taken for a total integration time of 2560 s and 2440 s, respectively. Images were
acquired at four diﬀerent pointings to improve the resolution and
a pixel scale of 0. 022 px−1 was eventually obtained (see Valluri
et al. 2005, for further details). Photometry was performed using
the ACS module of Dolphot3, with the same approach described
2
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in Galleti et al. (2006) and Perina et al. (2009). A final photometric catalog of about 26 000 stars was built, retaining only
objects classified as bona-fide stars (i.e., quality flag = 1) and
having a χ2 < 2.5. This selection allows us to exclude several
spurious and/or poorly measured sources without a significant
loss of information (Galleti et al. 2006). Dolphot automatically
transforms instrumental magnitudes into the VEGAMAG and
the Johnson-Kron-Cousins BVRI systems adopting the calibrations by Sirianni et al. (2005). In the following we will always
adopt Johnson-Kron-Cousins V, I magnitudes.
The majority of the central nucleus is unresolved and stars
begin to be measured at radial distances ≥0. 9 (about 40 px) from
the cluster center. At a radius of ∼5 , the nucleus surface brightness profile joins the profile of the underlying galaxy (see Valluri
et al. 2005; Butler & Martínez-Delgado 2005; Jones et al. 1996).
There is no particular diﬀerence in the stellar population in the

annulus 1 <
∼ r <
∼ 5 , where the resolved outskirts of the nuclear cluster are mixed with the underlying population, and the
surrounding field. Therefore, in the following, we will consider
the whole sample as representative of the circum-nuclear region
of the galaxy.
2.1. Comparison with previous photometries

Figure 1 shows the obtained I vs. V − I color-magnitude diagram
(CMD). WFPC2 photometry of the central region of NGC 205
was presented by Butler & Martínez-Delgado (2005, hereafter
BM05, their fields F3 and F4). An inspection of Fig. 1 and their
Fig. 4 reveals that the ACS photometry presented here is significantly deeper than any other obtained so far for the same field.
Also, evolutionary marks like the clump of stars at V − I  0.9;
I  21.8 (hereafter YC, young clump, see Sect. 3) have never
been detected before.
While the quality of the WFPC2 and ACS photometries are
comparable along the RGB (V − I ≥ 1), the populated young
MS (blue plume, BP) visible in Fig. 1 at V − I  −0.2 down to
the detection limit is practically absent in WFPC2 CMDs. Quite
likely, such blue stars do not exist at all in the more external
regions of NGC 205. However, they could have been detected in
the F3 and F4 fields, which encircle the ACS area.
Blending of red stars may appear in the photometry as sequences of spurious blue stars. Extensive artificial star tests have
been performed following the procedure described in Perina
et al. (2009) to assess the completeness and the impact of blending on our photometry as a function of the star color and magnitude. The bin-migration eﬀect is quite limited for stars having V − I < 0.5. In the magnitude range 22 < I < 24.5, only
a fraction between 2% and 4.5% of the injected stars change
their magnitude by ΔI ≥ −0.5 when recovered. This means that
about 64 in the ∼1764 stars under consideration (∼3.6%) may
be seriously aﬀected by blending of star pairs. We are thus fully
confident about the genuine nature of the detected young MS and
that blending eﬀects do not jeopardize the results presented. The
lack of such BP in the BM05 photometry is likely to be due to
the details of the photometry process and to the selection criteria
adopted to filter the detected sources.
It has long been known that the brightest blue stars in
NGC 205 are concentrated in a region of ∼300 pc (100 ) around
the nucleus (Hodge 1973). Several authors have presented integrated photometry surface brightness profiles over extended
areas in NGC 205 (see Lee 1996, and references therein). The
galaxy colors become bluer inward within ∼50 from the center with the exception of the inner ∼2 where the colors become redder. Most of the bright blue stars were found to be

Fig. 1. Theoretical post MS isochrones (Z = 0.008) from the Girardi
et al. (2002) library superimposed on the ACS photometry. The mean
ridge line of the galactic globular cluster 47 Tucanae is also plotted as
open squares.

concentrated within a region of ∼20 diameter around the central nucleus (Peletier 1993). However, as already mentioned,
many of these stars were in fact clusters or star associations, as
pointed out by C99 using WFPC2 data.
The spatial distribution of BP stars detected in our ACS photometry, on the other hand, does not present any obvious clustering, i.e. they do not belong to associations similar to the ones
discovered by C99 (which are located just outside the limits of
our ACS field). The same applies also to stars belonging to the
YC.

3. Star formation history
An overall idea of the star formation history in the observed
NGC 205 regions can be readily obtained with the aid of theoretical isochrones. On top of the ACS photometry, we plotted in Fig. 1 a selection of isochrones (in the post MS phase)
from the Girardi et al. (2002) library and the mean ridge line
of the galactic globular cluster 47 Tucanae (open squares) from
Saviane et al. (2000). Reddening and distances for this cluster
were taken from the most recent version of the Harris (1996)
catalogue.
We adopted for NGC 205 the following parameters: (m −
M)0 = 24.58, E(B − V) = 0.08 from McConnachie et al. (2005)
and Schlegel et al. (1998), respectively. However, this reddening
value does not account for the internal extinction nor for the contribution from M 31’s dust clouds in front of NGC 205. While
it has been suggested that NGC 205 might even lie in front of
M 31 (Howley et al. 2008), some degree of diﬀerential reddening is certainly present in the galaxy region under consideration.
Nevertheless, its overall eﬀect on the photometry presented here
is negligible (see BM05 for a discussion).
Figure 1 shows that the blue plume (V − I  −0.2) is dominated by MS stars likely older than ∼50–60 Myr and reaching
∼650 Myr at the detection limit. A sparse population of younger
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stars is also visible at I ≤ 22. They might correspond to a
∼25 Myr old simple stellar population (see below). The YC may
mark instead a star formation episode occurring some ∼200 Myr
ago and is made up of blue-loop helium burning stars. The bulk
of the RGB population is matched at its red edge by the ridge
line of the old and relatively metal rich globular cluster 47 Tuc
(Fe/H = –0.70, Saviane et al. 2000), and is broadly compatible with Z = 0.008 isochrones a few Gyr old. Sharina et al.
(2006), using the Lick indexes, derived a mean metallicity of
[Z/H]  −0.5, age of 1.9 Gyr and no alpha-enhancement for
their most central field outside the nucleus (see also Mould et al.
1984, BM05). This is also consistent with the presence of a well
populated red-clump along the RGB at I > 24 (see also BM05)
which, at odds with the BP population, is a dominant feature also
in the CMDs of external regions of NGC 205 (see BM05).
3.1. Recent star formation history

The luminosity function (LF) of the MS can be used to derive
the mass in young stars and the star formation rate (SFR) at late
epochs in the central region of NGC 205 (see Saviane et al. 2004,
hereafter SHR04). We assume for the moment that the SF has
been continuous and constant (but see next section) for the last
few hundred Myr. Thus, the overall SF activity can be approximated by the sum of a discrete number of simple stellar populations (SSPs). Each generation of stars will produce a power
law LF which is added to that of the previous generations. The
observed LF will result, then, from the convolution of the LFs of
the SSPs (see SHR04).
We select BP stars in the color region at V − I < 0.2. Besides
MS stars, a negligible fraction of blue loop stars may also be
present in the selected sample. In the color range under consideration, the completeness factor is ∼0.66 at I = 24.5 and a
comparison of the surface brightness profile presented by Valluri
et al. (2005) with a star-count based one reveals that no radial
variations of the completeness factor are present for I ≤ 24.5,
as long as radial distances greater then r > 5. 1 from the central
nucleus are considered. Therefore, in the following, only stars
having I ≤ 24.5 (i.e. MV ≤ −0.5) and r > 5. 1 will be included
in the analysis. Figure 2 shows the logarithmic cumulated LF of
the selected stars (diamonds), corrected for the appropriate completeness factors.
In order to estimate the mass in young stars, we followed the
same approach as SHR04 (see lower panel in Fig. 2). For stars
fainter than MV  −3.0 (i.e. I  22), the observed LF is well reproduced (heavy solid line) by the sum of 20 LFs of simple stellar populations (dot-dashed lines). The slope of the single LFs
is assumed equal to that of the young Large Magellanic Cloud
cluster NGC 2004 (see SHR04 for details). Each SSP contains
half of the stars in NGC 2004. The populations were generated
at a constant rate, and all stars now evolved oﬀ the main sequence were removed from the LFs. This way we obtain that
∼1.9 × 105 M were produced between ∼62 Myr and ∼335 Myr
ago. Therefore, the star formation rate over this ∼273 Myr lapse
has been ∼7 × 10−4 M /yr. Note, however, that the star formation
should have been active since at least ∼650 Myr ago (see Fig. 1).
The sparse population of stars brighter than I  22 (MV <
−3) presents instead a flatter LF which may be compatible with
an isolated SF episode. The age of this population can be estimated by assuming that the brightest stars are near the termination of the MS. Using formula B1 of SHR04, their absolute
luminosity (MV  −4.2) yields an age of ∼25 Myr. Hence, this
population would be slightly younger than the clusters studied
by C99 (50 Myr and 100 Myr, respectively).

Fig. 2. Lower panel: logarithmic integrated LF of young MS stars (filled
diamonds). The LF is reproduced by the sum (thick continuous line) of
20 LFs (dot-dashed lines) of simple stellar populations. It is assumed
here that the slope of the single LFs is equal to that of NGC 2004 (a
young populous cluster of the Large Magellanic Cloud; α = 0.32±0.04,
see Fig. 13 in SHR04) and that the simple stellar population contains 0.5
times the number of stars in NGC 2004. The populations were generated at a constant rate during ∼273 Myr (see Sect. 3.1), and all stars
now evolved oﬀ the main sequence were removed from the LFs. Upper
panel: the observed LF (filled diamonds) compared with a synthetic
one (thick continuous line) generated with a bursting star formation.
The epoch of the last episode (T 0 ) and the time lapse between the star
formation episodes (P) are indicated. Dotted vertical lines mark the termination of the MS for the single bursts. See SHR04 and text for details.

Relying on the Burstein et al. (1988, hereafter B88) IUE
data, the UV flux at 1550 Å leads to a galaxy luminosity of
log L1550 = 23.63 ergs s−1 Hz−1 across the IUE field of view.
−5
−1
Such a luminosity corresponds to a current SFR <
∼ 10 M yr ,
according to the Buzzoni (2002) calibration. The IUE data indicate, therefore, a drastic reduction of galaxy SF at the current
epoch.
Based on a further set of IUE observation, that sampled the
nucleus of NGC 205 (region “N”), and the region 1 north of it
(region “B”), Wilcots et al. (1990) estimated a mass of young
stars (M ≥ 1 M ) of 2 and 1 × 105 M for the two galaxy regions, respectively. Region B corresponds to a part of NGC 205
where some bright blue stars were observed but does not overlap with our field. Their region N value and ours are similar.
However, their value includes the contribution from the central nucleus which, instead, is excluded in our LF-based estimate. Furthermore, they estimate the mass of all stars having
M ≥ 1 M , while we neglect the contribution by star formation
episodes older than 335 Myr, as they do not show up in the LF
in the selected magnitude range (see Fig. 2). On the other hand,
the IUE field of view is equivalent to a circular aperture with a
diameter of 14 (see B88), and, as such, it corresponds to about
a fifth of the observed ACS field.

4. Summary and discussion
We presented new, deep ACS photometry of the inner 30
(∼120 pc) around the NGC 205 nucleus. The most notable
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feature presented here is the well populated blue plume of young
MS stars visible at V − I < 0.2 down to the detection limit
(I  26, see Fig. 1). Previous photometries were unable to
probe this population, which is confined to the central galaxy
regions. The LF of blue plume stars has been used to investigate the recent star formation in the central region of NGC 205.
We found that ∼1.9 × 105 M were produced between ∼62 Myr
and ∼335 Myr ago, corresponding to a star formation rate of
∼7 × 10−4 M /yr. However, star formation has been active since
at least ∼650 Myr ago, which corresponds to our detection limit
(see Fig. 1). A small number of ∼25 Myr old stars are also
present, in agreement with previous findings by C99 and Lee
(1996).
BM05 and D03 concluded that the latest star formation
episodes occurred a few 108 yr ago in NGC 205. This led them
both to speculate that the recent star formation in NGC 205
might have been triggered by past interactions with M 31. This
is certainly an intriguing possibility. In fact, Cepa & Beckman
(1988, hereafter CB88) estimated the orbital period of NGC 205
in ∼300 Myr, with the last passage through the M 31 disk occurring ∼100 Myr ago. However, the LF of the young MS is compatible with a constant SF rate, at least over the last ∼300 Myr
(see Fig. 2, lower panel).
In Fig. 2 (upper panel), we compare the young NGC 205
MS LF (filled diamonds) to the LF expected in the presence of a
bursting star formation activity (thick continuous line). The BP
mean ridge line and its broadening were adopted to generate a
synthetic MS. For each SF episode, the termination of the MS
was determined using formula B1 in SHR04. Each burst is assumed to produce the same number of stars and an NGC 2004like LF. The resultant – synthetic – LF is the sum of the stars
generated in the single bursts, normalized to the total number of
observed stars.
We assumed bursts to occur with a time spacing equal to the
orbital period (P = 300 Myr), the last SF episode having occurred at the epoch of the last passage, T 0 = 100 Myr ago. The
vertical lines mark the termination of the MS of the various SF
episodes. Given the above parameters, most of the magnitude
range under consideration is covered by just one episode of SF
(see Fig. 1) and the synthetic LF is clearly not compatible with
the observed one. More in general, a bursting SF with a period
longer than ∼100 Myr would imply an LF flatter than observed.
On the other hand, a series of closely spaced star formation
episodes would approximate a continuous star formation (lower
panel) and, as expected, we find that the observed LF is well
reproduced by a series of episodes spaced by only 10–20 Myr,
the last one occurring ∼63 Myr ago (see also Fig. 1). This kind
of activity is reminiscent of the stochastic self-propagating star
formation theory proposed by Gerola & Seiden (1978) and later
discussed, e.g., by Shore (1983) and Valle et al. (2005).
Furthermore, the star formation has certainly been active
since more than ∼650 Myr ago (see Fig. 1) and no indication
of a significantly enhanced SF activity at any particular epoch
is detected. The only feature that may be connected to an enhancement of the SF rate over a timescale comparable with the
expected orbital period is the YC, that is presumably associated
with a short episode that occurred ∼200 Myr ago. Therefore,
our photometry does not lend support the hypothesis of a tidally
triggered SF at late epochs in NGC 205. Rather, a continuous
SF may be consistent with NGC 205 being in its first interaction
with M 31, as recently proposed by Howley et al. (2008).
The presence of a young population in a dwarf elliptical
(over spatial scales much larger than the nucleus) remains puzzling, as is the significant amount of gas observed in this galaxy.

The detected amount of gas, however, seems to be compatible
with being returned to the interstellar medium by evolved stars
during a burst of star formation starting ∼5×108 yr ago (Marleau
et al. 2006). The present letter shows that the SF was indeed active on a similar time scale.
Lisker et al. (2006) discovered a number of dE with disklike features in the Virgo cluster and introduced the term “dEdi”
for those galaxies. Their analysis supports the idea that dEdis
is a population of genuine disk galaxies and not just spheroids
hosting a disk, perhaps only of tidal origin. These authors also
flag NGC 205 as dEbc type, a subclass of the dEdis having blue
centers (see Lisker et al. 2007). In fact, the large scale dynamics reveals that NGC 205 is at least partly supported by rotation (De Rijcke et al. 2006; Geha et al. 2006), with rotation
being detected only along the major axis and De Rijcke et al.
(2006) inferred an oblate geometry for the galaxy mass distribution. Also, recently obtained ground-based images provide compelling evidence that NGC 205 indeed hosts an embedded stellar disk (Saviane et al., in preparation). A revised classification
from dE to a disk galaxy would provide a natural explanation
for many of the NGC 205 peculiarities, including the presence
of gas and the continuous star formation occurring in its central
regions during (at least) the last ∼650 Myr, as revealed by the
present study.
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